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KAHOOT!
Kahoot - survey on gender stereotypes

- Please take out your phones
- Open Google/Chrome 
- Type in: https://kahoot.it/ 
- Type in the game pin shown on the board

(Use appropriate nickname please!!!)

https://play.kahoot.it/#/k/dd905004-2f
7d-4222-85ea-8e7bda2c0e57

https://kahoot.it/
https://play.kahoot.it/#/k/dd905004-2f7d-4222-85ea-8e7bda2c0e57
https://play.kahoot.it/#/k/dd905004-2f7d-4222-85ea-8e7bda2c0e57


Evaluate 
Research



Interview results/quotes

Some quotes from our peers: 

× A quote that shows how social media affects gender equality. 

 “People post certain things to get approval from others.”  

× A quote that shows how dress code affects us at FMS  is

“For people who want to express themselves through clothes have a disadvantage.  
Girls have to dress more modestly rather than boys.” 

× What are your thoughts on gender?

“My thoughts on gender is that people still think that boys are better than girls.”  

× How does dress code affect you?

“I think the dress code affects me less as a boy.”



Gender Stereotypes 
Some facts about gender stereotypes are:

× “We see someone’s sex as an important predictor of their 
abilities and interests and assume that if we know 
someone is a girl or a boy, we know a lot about them 
(Campbell & Storo)”. 

× Some examples of gender stereotypes are:
× Boys are better at physical activities. 
× Parents have lower expectations for girls in math 

and science.  
× Girls have more emotions, while boys aren’t 

suppose to show theirs. 
× Future careers and jobs (ex. Male doctor/Female 

teacher)
× Many of these stereotypes are false and creates unequal 

expectations. 



VIDEO Introduction

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T5p5z6HgLJU

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T5p5z6HgLJU


https://docs.google.com/file/d/1t-CRVLoerk5MYHOYubmzjR4yjsxwlKCC/preview


Change We Want to See 
× Being kind to others.
× People supporting and not judging members of the 

LGBTQ+ community.
× Breaking Gender Roles/Stereotypes
× Dress Code should be the same for all and it 

should be appropriate for everyone.
× SPORTS that involve both girls and boys
× Knowing that having opinions are okay but share 

them respectfully or keep them to yourself. 



Conclusion

× Some people assign roles to only males and 
females.

× Don’t be so close-minded towards others who 
don’t see the same way, they are obligated to their 
own beliefs. 

× Love yourselves and respect each other!
× Girls and Boys are EQUAL; neither one is better 

than the other.



Thank you for your time and listening to our 
presentation!! We really hope you learned a lot about 
Gender Stereotypes and share this with others!

If you have questions and comments please raise your 
hand and share.


